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Introduction

Global climate sensitivity is strongly tied to the atmospheric hydrologic cycle, particularly the role of clouds in a warming environment. Thus making sure global climate models accurately simulate the atmospheric water cycle, particularly physical processes related to clouds and precipitation, is vital if one wants to use the model to quantify future global climate change. One tool that can now be leveraged thanks to new observational technologies is water isotopes, which are sensitive to phase changes of water, and the environmental conditions present during the phase change.

This poster examines the use of three new datasets of water isotope ratios in water vapor, including two from NOAA GMD sites, and a third from a location in Colorado. The objective is to determine if these data can be used to help constrain model parameters in the new, isotope-enabled NCAR CESM, which is an IPCC-class model used to generate future climate projections.

Control run

Mauna Loa

Mauna Loa is unique in that it doesn’t have a clear seasonal cycle, but is generally well-simulated. However, it does not appear that tuning the model improves the fit (Red = model, blue/black = obs).

Summit

Summit is unique in that it experiences a strong improvement from the model tuning, indicating strong sensitivity to the underlying model physics.

Niwot Ridge

Niwot Ridge is poorly simulated in both runs. However, given that it is located in a region of complex topography, it could indicate that model just doesn’t have the proper resolution.

Tuning parameters:

Numerous tuning parameters were adjusted to try and minimize the error between the model and global precipitation isotope values. The most effective was to reduce the rate of cloud condensate being converted into precipitation. This run is designated “prec_half”, and it’s results compared to the vapor measurements are shown in the center section.

Conclusions

Three new data sets of water isotopes in vapor now exist, and can provide a unique way to examine the hydrologic and physical processes present in global climate models. These data are compared to the new isotope-enabled CESM, both for a control run and a run where the condensate->precipitation conversion rate was halved. The model does an ok job simulating the isotope values at Mauna Loa and Summit, with potentially strong sensitivity to model physics at the Summit location. However, the model does a poor job simulating the isotope values at Niwot Ridge. This could indicate the importance of model resolution, and of properly capturing complex topography, and the atmospheric flows they generate.